NOTE DESIGN STUDIO

ZORRO
coffee table

2015

SIMPLICITY AS ITS BEST
Zorro is a minimalist yet graphical coffee
table. The masked hero signature inspired
the ingenious Z structure which supports a
duo of overlapping round tabletops giving a
sense of lightness to this simple and elegant
piece. The design plays with our perception
as Zorro seems to be made up of 2 nested
tables as it is one and only table.
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MATERIALS
& FINISHES

FINISHES

MATERIALS

Blue structure, two glass tops

- Steel structure
- Glass
- Marble top

Chrome structure, smoked glass,
black Marquina marble
Chrome structure, smoked glass,
white Pele de Tigre marble

DIMENSIONS
& WEIGHT

ZORRO

WITH PACKAGING

HEIGHT
WIDTH
DEPTH

36cm / 14in.
108cm / 42,5in.
80cm / 31,5in.

- 104x85x8cm /
50x33,5x3,2in.
(Zorro blue)

DIAMETER

60 & 80cm /
23,6 & 31,5in.

WEIGHT

17 or 27kg /
37 or 59lbs.

-104x85x8cm /
50x33,5x3,2in.
- 100x100x12cm /
39,5x39,5x7,7in.
(Zorro marble)
20 or 62kg /
44 or 136lbs.

OTHER DETAILS

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

Delivery : in stock
Need assembly
Marble is a natural product. Shade and
pattern may vary between two tables.

PACKAGING

1 thick cardboard box/ 1 thick cardboard
box & 1 wooden crate for marble version.

MAINTENANCE

Always use a microfiber cloth and rub
lightly. Never apply any solvents.

2012

The designers
Note Design Studio is a collective of architects,
graphic & product designers established in Sweden
in 2008. They presented their rst furniture pieces
in 2010. Their style combines the elegant simplicity
of Nordic design with a playful and almost naïve
identity.
Note Design Studio have also drawn other projects
for La chance : the Tembo stool and the Bolt stool.

La Chance
La Chance is a Paris based design company
producing furniture, lighting, accessories, rugs and
wallpaper with a strong and distinctive style.
La Chance gives a contemporary interpretation of
the ornamental and decorative French furniture
tradition rooted in the Art Deco period. The
creations of La Chance share a sophisticated, rich
and singular design based on noble materials. It
is a come back to a warm and uninhibited luxury,
breaking away from cold and conceptual design.La
Chance produces investment pieces that will get a
patina for the future generations to keep enjoying
this contemporary family furniture.
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